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Abstract: 
We’ll see why and how it is very important to compute 
uncertainty in inferential statistics and predictive ma- 
chine learning models. 

1) Deep dive in random forest 

Random Forest gives us naturally an estimation of the 
distribution for each sample thanks to the bagging tech- 
nic. 

2) Generalisation for regression 

The quantile loss is useful to compute prediction inter- 
vals for every regression model. It is however a compu- 
tationally costly. Certain loss like cosh can help against 
this con. 

3) What about classification 

In classification, probability is a measure of the uncer- 
tainty... but does every models give us good probabilities 
? Let plot some reliability curve to check if we need to cal- 
ibrate the output with a sigmoid a an isotonic regression ! 

Conclusion: pros and pros of presented technics. Open- 
ing with the new framework tensorflow probability 

Related work: 

https://blog.octo.com/les-intervalles-de-prediction/ 
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